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Abstract

The goal of this research is to apply genetic
implementations of algorithms for selection,
partitioning, and synthesis of attributes in large-
scale concept learning problems.  Domain
knowledge about these operators has been shown
to reduce the number of fitness evaluations for
candidate attributes.  Our research examines the
genetic encoding of attribute selection,
partitioning, and synthesis specifications, and the
encoding of domain knowledge about operators
in a fitness function.  The purpose of this
approach is to improve upon existing search-
based algorithms (or wrappers) in terms of
training sample efficiency.  Several GA
implementations of alternative attribute synthesis
algorithms are applied to concept learning
problems in industrial KDD applications.

This research addresses the problems of reducing and
decomposing large-scale concept learning problems in
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD).  The approach
described here adapts the methodology of wrappers for
performance enhancement and attribute subset selection

[KJ97] to a genetic optimization problem.  Systems of this
type apply relevance determination criteria to attributes
from those specified for the original data set.  The
selected and synthesized attributes are used to define new
data clusters that are used as intermediate training targets.
The purpose of this change of representation step is to
improve the accuracy of supervised learning using the
reformulated data.  Fitness functions are defined in terms
of classification accuracy on cross-validation data (or
continuations of time series data), given a particular
supervised learning technique (or inducer) [KS96].

The synthesis of a new group of attributes (also known
as the feature construction problem) in inductive concept
learning is an optimization problem.  Its control
parameters include the attributes selected as relevant
[KJ97, Hs98], how they are grouped (with respect to
multiple targets), and how new attributes are defined in
terms of ground (original) attributes.  This synthesis and
selection problem is a key initial step in constructive
induction [DR95] – the reformulation of a learning
problem in terms of its inputs (attributes) and outputs
(concept class descriptors).  Figure 1 illustrates the role of
attribute selection (reduction of inputs) and partitioning
(subdivision of inputs) in constructive induction (the
“unsupervised” component of this generic KDD process).
In this framework, the input consists of heterogeneous
data (that originating from multiple sources).  Supervised
learning is to acquire the performance element (time
series classification [Hs98] and other forms of pattern
recognition that are important for decision support).  Our
applications include insurance risk valuation, precision
agriculture, and record and document clustering for
information retrieval.
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Figure 1. Attribute-based transformations in KDD


